FTTP

Get ready for our fastest,
most reliable connection ever.
Say goodbye
to buffering,
bottlenecks
and boredom.
Say hello to breakneck speed,
and enough bandwidth to
keep the whole team happy.
Introducing FTTP (Fibre to the
Premise) whatever you need your
connection for, with ultrafast
FTTP you’ll do it faster, smoother,
more reliably. From video calls
to collaborating with clients, file
sharing to cloud computing, this
is connectivity built for the future,
today. And when a leased line
connection is just out of reach,
ultrafast FTTP gives you the high
bandwidth, high performance
connectivity you need at a
fraction of the cost.

Streaming, working & gaming
You’re all set for an ultrafast future. With FTTP there’s no
compromise on speed for the busy family, you can work while
they stream everything from 4k movies to online games. You
have everything you need to achive YouTube superstardom,
so whatever your streaming needs we’ve got you covered.

Fibre at the speed of light
Both download and upload speeds are significantly quicker
than standard broadband. Fibre broadband comes in two
variations – FTTP where the entire connection is fibre-optic
cable, or FTTC (Fibre to the Cabinet) where just a portion of
the connection is fibre-optic. For FTTC, the final part of the
connection runs from the green BT street cabinet to your
home.
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GET READY FOR OUR
FASTEST, MOST RELIABLE
CONNECTION EVER.

SAY GOODBYE
TO BUFFERING &
BOTTLENECKS.
Say hello to breakneck speed, and
enough bandwidth to keep the whole
team happy. Introducing FTTP (Fibre
to the Premise) whatever you need
your connection for, with ultrafast
FTTP you’ll do it faster, smoother,
more reliably. From video calls to
collaborating with clients, file sharing
to cloud computing, this is connectivity
built for the future, today. And when
a leased line connection is just out of
reach, ultrafast FTTP gives you the
high bandwidth, high performance
connectivity you need at a fraction of
the cost.

You’re all set for an ultrafast future.
With FTTP there’s no compromise
on speed for the busy family, you can
work while they stream everything from
4k movies to online games. You have
everything you need to achive YouTube
superstardom, so whatever your
streaming needs we’ve got you covered.

FIBRE AT THE SPEED
OF LIGHT
Both download and upload speeds
are significantly quicker than standard
broadband. Fibre broadband comes in
two variations – FTTP where the entire
connection is fibre-optic cable, or FTTC
(Fibre to the Cabinet) where just a
portion of the connection is fibre-optic.
For FTTC, the final part of the connection
runs from the green BT street cabinet to
your home.
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